
1-RULER ON ICE (5/2) L 124 Year S W Class
G. 3, by ROMAN RULER  (14 9 15 10) -CHAMPAGNE GLOW , by SARATOGA SIX (KY) 2011 7 2
Trainer:  Breen  (24 0 4 4   .00)  Jockey:  Gomez  (77 11 8 18   .14) Total 9 3

Date Track Days Dist S C Odds Race Conditions ESR LSR PP SR Par Comments (Starters) SR ESR LSR Par

27Aug11 SAR12 28 10.0 D ft 7.3 3 Stk 1000000H-G1 3 1 1/2 -5 4 4 -11 - 97 103 INS,ASKED 5/16,WKND (10)
31Jul11 MTH12 55 9.0 D ft 6.9 3 Stk 1020000H-G1 6 2 1/2 -2 3 2 1/2 -9 - 96 97 GOOD FINISH ON RAIL (8) 96 -3 -10 98
11Jun11 BEL11 105 12.0 D sy 24.8 3 Stk 1000000H-G1 2 1 1/2 -3 1 3/4 90 94 3-4W,BID 1/4,DRIVING (12)

-= Relatively faster early

Recent Speed Recent Class

Early Finish

0.048

Pace Profile

Median speed rating, average ESR 
over today's surface, median LSR over 
today's surface, and average class par 

rating.

18Sep  Mth D 4F ft  :47.1H               11Sep  Mth D 5F ft 1:00.0B               

+= Relatively faster late

Listing of horses that have earned the lowest average Early
Speed Rations over today's surface recently.

Listing of horses that have earned the highest median speed
ratings recently.

Listing of horses that have earned the highest average class
par ratings recently.

Listing of horses that have earned the highest median Late
Speed Rations over today's surface recently.

Early Speed Late Speed

Program number, horse's name, and morning line odds.
Sex, age, and lineage (% winners: total, turf, 2yo, and stakes).
Trainer and jockey (meeting starters, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, win %). Medication and 

weight.

Position and lengths 
ahead/behind at the 
first call and the 

finish.

Late Speed Ration
0= Excellent
-5= Good
-10= Fair
-15= Poor

Starts, wins, and class rating based on 
average purse value and earnings.

Speed & class 
par ratings for the 

race.

Early Speed Ration
-15= Demanding

-10= Brisk
-5= Moderate

0=Soft
#= Eligible age
^= And older

$= Winner's purse share
Alw= Allowance (purse)
Clm= Claiming (price)

f= Females only
H/Hcp= Handicap (purse)

L= Lifetime
M= Month(s)

Md= Maiden claiming (price)
Md Sp Wt= Non-claiming maiden race

N?= Non-winners of ? races
S/Stk= Stakes (purse)

S= State-breds
s= Starter race 

X= Other than specified conditions
Y= Year(s)

Track, race number, days 
past, and distance in 

furlongs.

Race comments and the number of starters.

Surface
D= Dirt

E= All-Weather
I= Inner Turf
M= Hurdles
O= Outer Turf

T= Turf

Track Condition
FM= Firm
FT= Fast
GD= Good

GF= Good-Firm
GS= Good-Soft
HD= Hard
MY= Muddy
SF= Soft
SL= Slow
SY= Sloppy

WF= Wet-Fast

Recent workout 
information.

Day, month, and 
year of race.



SPEED RATIONS EXPLAINED 
 
Early Speed Ration (ESR): A measurement of a horse’s early energy expenditure in relation to the total race requirements. The lower 
the figure, the greater the horse’s early exertion in that event.  
 
-15 = Demanding. 
-10 = Brisk. 

-5 = Moderate. 
0 = Soft. 

 
Tip(s): Animals that combine low ESRs with high speed figures are often prime candidates to win in wire-to-wire fashion. So too are 
those steeds with a significant overall ESR advantage.  
 
Late Speed Ration (LSR): A measurement of a horse’s late energy expenditure in relation to the total race requirements. The higher 
the figure, the greater the horse’s late exertion in that event.  
 

0 = Excellent. 
-5 = Good. 

-10 = Fair. 
-15 = Poor. 

 
Tip(s): Because late speed is measured at a time that each horse is being asked for his/her maximum effort, LSRs can be a great 
indication of form as well. Young horses with improving Late Speed Rations are often superior to older, more experienced rivals with 
established figures. Furthermore, any animal that combines a positive Pace Profile with high relative LSRs and good speed figures 
must be given strong consideration. Entrants that show positive LSRs or those coming off of a big win punctuated by a superior LSR 
are especially strong contenders.  
 
The Late Speed Rations are also very effective in a negative context as well. Horses with consistently poor figures in relation to the 
rest of the field make notoriously poor favorites and can often lead to great overlays on other, less fancied runners.  
 
Pace Profile: A simple comparison between a horse’s Late Speed Ration and the Early Speed Ration of the race in which it was 
earned. A positive (+) profile is greatly desired and serves to authenticate especially impressive LSRs. The Pace Profile is an easy, yet 
crucial means of relating early speed to late speed.  
 
Tip(s): The Pace Profile of a particular race can be especially useful when horses are switching distances/surfaces. For example, an 
animal that has been competing in dirt sprints might be given extra consideration in a turf route if he/she shows a string of positive 
(+) Pace Profiles, as distance races on the lawn tend to emphasize late speed.  
 
Speed Figure 
 
A number that indicates how fast a horse ran in a particular race. Figures of 100 or greater indicate a performance at or above 
today’s par and should be heavily weighted. However, those wishing to substitute their own numbers in this category should feel 
free to do so. 
 
Par 
 
Class par of a given race. This number indicates the relative strength of the field in question and provides a great way to compare 
races contested at different class levels and venues. Like the speed ratings, figures of 100 or greater indicate a performance at or 
above today’s par. 
 
Class 
 
A combination of average earnings per start and average purse values, used to measure overall class. A severe advantage or 
disadvantage in this category can often be used to upgrade/downgrade the chances of (seasoned) competitors. 


